
Hello,  

Below is a summary of 10 attorneys references for 13 cases, of prior 
attorneys and experts, who accepted in 2017 to be a reference for me by 
email or phone. 

They are each preceded by a number weighted as to- the number of animations 
cases, animations scientific difficulty, and hours invested.  Five of the attorneys 
have the awarded title of "Super Lawyer", which is one of the highest recognitions 
achievable by an attorney.  The contact information is omitted due to the 
widespread incidence of emails and computer files being hacked/copied by 
criminals, and if you request I can provide you contact information another way.

Be well,

Scott J. Taylor, CDP, Producer of over 278 cases Animations of Accident 
Reconstructions, in 38 states
-------------------------------------------------

1- 3 cases animated for a "Super Lawyer"-  His 2017 email approval to be a phone 
reference, stated "I highly recommend you to other personal injury, criminal 



defense, and jury trial practitioners.  Your meticulously created and authenticated 
demonstrative trial presentations have repeatedly been of extreme benefit to our 
firm both during settlement negotiations and during the jury trial phase.  Attached 
is my C.V."   I testified in one of his trials in 2015 regarding my animations for his 
case of a ladder's product liability.  Shortly after beginning my initial ladder 
animations work, he also retained me to animate a case of "Slip and Fall" due to 
inadequate rain drainage at a resort in another state.  He later assigned me a 3rd 
case of "Nursing Home Negligence and Inadequate Standards Of Care" in another 
state. 

----------------------------

2- 2 cases animated for a "Super Lawyer".  His 2017 email approval to be a phone 
reference, stated  "Anything I can do to let other attorneys know about your 
excellent work I will gladly do.  I will give you the highest rating possible."   His first 
of two cases animations included the first animation of his state's shooting case 
(image above).  The second was an animation of a car traveling too fast into a 
curve, centrifugal force spun the car off the road into trees, with breakup of the 
vehicle.

-----------------------------



3-  "Super Lawyer".  His 2017 voicemail approval to be a phone reference, 
regarding a prior letter to me which stated "You were professional and timely in all 
phases of development and production of the animation and your costs remained in 
line with your initial estimate.  You were extremely professional in working through 
the many problems that we encountered in development and came up with 
suggestions and alternatives I would never have thought of on my own.   I would 
highly recommend your services to others needing similar animations in the legal 
industry.   You can certainly use me as a reference and I look forward to working 
with you again."   For his case I reconstructed a night drag race up a curvy 
mountainous steep hill.  It was very difficult and there were many problems 
integrating multiple topology maps and highway plans.  I was the lead expert who 
determined all the accident reconstruction details, and had review advice from a 
highway patrolman. 

---------------------------------------------

4- AV Peer Review Rated.  His 2017 email to me approved his being a phone 
reference.  "This was a difficult accident reconstruction case for me, due to differing 
road crew witness opinions about times/speeds of vehicle motions or viewing of 
vehicles, the overlapped impacted car skid marks in photographs, mountainous 



topology, and other factors."  There were many animations views for the early 
settlement negotiations over a time span of months. "

---------------------------------------

electrocution

5- "Super Lawyer"- His 2017 email to me approved his being a phone reference 
regarding his animation of an "Electrocution Premises Liability" shown above.  The 
workman in a red shirt was maneuvering the fence gate into position for 
installation, when the upper corner of the gate touched the very high voltage 
transmission wire, and electrocuted him, which then started him on fire.  

---------------------------------------

6- 29 years of experience,  His 2017 voicemail approval to be a phone reference, 
mentioned his prior letter to me which stated-
---------------------------------------------------

7 -Maritime Expert Witness, 2017 email phone reference approval to be a phone 
reference.   The animations demonstrated that a sailboat collided with a large motor 
boat, due to sails obscuring visibility by the sailboat captain of the large boat ahead.  



The most proper solution was also demonstrated, where a boat passenger would go 
to the bow and look around the sail to see the large boat, and yell back to the 
captain.  The other solution was also demonstrated, to weave the sailboat path 
left/right so that the captain could see the area behind the front sail.  

---------------------------------------------------------

8- "Prior State County Bar President".  His 2017 voice message approval to be a 
phone reference, is regarding an animation of a gas grill leaking gas across a 
basement floor, to be sparked by a frayed extension chord when a man walking 
down the stairs flips the light switch, the explosion set the man on fire and killed  
him. 

-------------------------------------



9- The 2017 email approval to be a phone reference, stated "Happy to help!  Your 
work was invaluable to me."  This animation was the 1st Criminal Defense 
reconstruction animation in the state.  It required demonstrating two ways that the 
injury to the woman could have happened accidentally, while concurrently the gun 
barrel direction of firing, is consistent with the window hole, and the woman's head 
wound.  

--------------------------------------



10- "Prior state Trial Lawyers President", and "State Super Lawyer"- His 2017 email 
approval to be a phone reference stated "Scott-You may certainly provide my 
name.  I will recount my pleasant experience with you. Best Regards…"    He 
retained me for a new case animation in 2017.  The animation was of a 2nd floor 
railing which was not strong enough according to building codes, which broke, and a 
person fell about 17 feet onto concrete, causing serious injuries to his legs and 
lumbar area of his back. 


